
Inter Hurling Final 

Superb Silvermines steamroll Newport to claim North Title 

  
      Silvermines steamrolled over Newport to be crowned North Intermediate hurling champions for the first time in 
five-year following a one-sided divisional decider in on Sunday afternoon.  
   A superb second half performance in particular blew Newport's chances right out of the water as a classier, 
dominant Silvermines side turned on the style to notch up a whopping 16-point victory.  
   Going into this final few would have predicted the manner of the Silvermines' victory but when the chips were down 
on Sunday the men in blue and white atoned for many a disappointment since their last final victory in 2006 to capture 
the Fr. Hewitt Cup in decisive fashion.  
   As expected both teams fielded full-strength sides with Newport making one change from the semifinal and 
introducing Stephen O'Connor for Mike McKeogh while Silvermines re-jigged their defence with Declan   Mulqueen 
selected ahead of Alan Ryan. Mulqueen slotted in at wing-back while Damien Boland dropped into the inside back 
line.  
   Silvermines won the toss but elected to play into the teeth of a gusting breeze blowing towards the town goal. 
Underfoot conditions weren't ideal either with a number of pre-match thundery downpours ensuring the surface was 
decidedly slippy.  
   The sizable attendance expected a tight opening half from both sides and that is what transpired exactly. Newport 
were first off the mark with both Eoin Shinnors and Conor O'Mahony converting from placed balls before Silvermines 
got the ball rolling thanks to a sweet strike from the hugely impressive Orrie Quirke after he gathered Paddy Jones' 
poor clearance out of the Newport defence.  
   Daniel Keogh brought the sides level in the ninth minute thanks to welltaken point from all of 40 metres before a 
sublime   flick from Willie Keogh was expertly snapped by Silvermines centre-forward, David Boland. Boland tore 
though on goal but just as he wound   up for his shot Michael Ryan flicked the sliotar from his hurl and away to safety.  
   Orrie Quirke duly obliged from the resulting   65 to edge the ’Mines in front again but back came Newport with Conor 
O'Mahony pointing his second free of the day after Brendan Timmons   was adjudged to have fouled O'Mahony.  
   Even at this early juncture there was a simmering tension in evidence throughout the field and it came as no 
surprise when tensions eventually boiled over mid-way through the half. Referee, John Cleary had to work hard to 
keep a lid on things as rows broke out at both ends of the pitch. Calm was eventually restored though with Newport's 
Sean O'Brien, Vinny Moloney and Paddy Jones all yellow carded while David Boland also picked up a yellow for his 
trouble too.  
   With the formalities over and done with the attention turned back to the hurling with Newport edging back in front 
again thanks to another Conor O'Mahony free. David Keogh responded in kind for the ’Mines in the 20th minute 
before Newport finally managed their first and only score from play in the entire 60 minutes thanks to a fine rangy 
strike from midfielder, Vinny Moloney.  
   With the tempo noticeably upped the ’Mines went in search of further   scores. Jason Forde, who had been quiet so 
far, opened up with two fine efforts, but unfortunately both drifted wide of the mark.  
   Conor O'Mahony opened the gap to two again for the first time since the second minute with a well-taken 24th 
minute free before fantastic work from David Boland on the bank sideline set David Keogh up for a superb Silvermines 
score.  
   O'Mahony again responded with a 65' but on the cusp of half-time the ’Mines were afforded the opportunity to either 
cut the gap to one point or go for goal with a 21-yard free. Credit to Jason Forde he stepped up and drilled a low shot 
straight to the back of the Newport net to ensure Silvermines took a morale boosting 1-5 to 0-7 lead with them to the 
dressing room.  
   Silvermines emerged determined to extend the gap and now with the breeze at their backs they proceeded to go to 
town on Newport's struggling defence. Three points without reply from Willie Keogh, David Keogh (free) and Daniel 
Keogh put four between the sides before Christy Doyle fired over Newport's penultimate point of the game in the 41st 
minute from a close-range free.  
   Even at this early stage though the ’Mines sensed blood and came at Newport in droves. Willie Keogh set up wing-
back Donal Keogh for a sublime 44th minute point before Willie Keogh netted the Silvermines’ second   goal minute 
later to put serious daylight between the sides. Keogh finished with aplomb from close-range after great support play 
from both Orrie Quirke and David Boland.  
   For the remaining quarter of an hour the ’Mines added seven mores points including four in a row from Orrie Quirke, 
two coming from play and two from frees. Newport fired over their final point in the 50th minute, a Conor   O'Mahony 
free but the game was well and truly up by this stage.  
   The ’Mines emptied the bench in the closing stages before late points from David and Willie Keogh capped a 
memorable and comprehensive victory for their side and one that will be savoured for many a day to come.  
   Without doubt the ’Mines had far too much class on the day for a battling Newport side. Newport never gave 
up   trying but Silvermines just had too much for them. In defence captain Maurice Leamy, Damien Boland, Brendan 
Timmons, Declan Mulqueen, Ronan Sherlock and Donal Keogh allowed Newport very little leeway and held the entire 
Newport attack scoreless from play. At midfield, Orrie Quirke and Cathal Gleeson were dominant while in attack the 
three Keogh brothers, Jason Forde, David   Boland and Noel Quirke led the Newport backs a merry dance with their 
constant movement.  
   U n d o u b t e d l y, Silvermines hit form on the day it most mattered and hats off to them for putting in a thrilling and 
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masterful performance. Newport will pick themselves up after this defeat and no doubt the pain of it will spur them on 
in the county championship.   

 
   

 Eoin Shinnors gets to the ball ahead of Donal Keogh in the North Tipperary 

Intermediate Hurling Final.  

 
   

  
  
  
  
 
 

 
 
 
Daniel Keogh sets up a Silvermines attack with Newport’s David Hickey 
coming into block in the North IHC final.  
   
   

  
  
  
   
Silvermines’ Willie Keogh in possession, evades  
 the challenge of Vinny Moloney in the  
North Tipperary IHC final.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newport Intermediate Hurling Panel 
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